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F or over 30 years, American 
Omni Trading (AOT) has 
been a leading importer and 

marketer of high-quality, value-
priced tires. From wheelbarrow to 
ATV, agricultural to OTR, touring to 
ultra-high performance, light truck to 
TBR, and everything in between, AOT 
provides its customers with the scope 
and flexibility needed to succeed. 
Its tires come equipped with AOT’s 
No Questions Asked, 
25/365 Free Replacement 
Limited Protection 
Policy, so whether your 
journey takes you through 
downtown streets, corn 
fields, or backwoods trails, 
AOT helps drive your future. 

AOT prides itself on the quality of 
its tires and exceptional customer 
service team. The business is built 
on strong customer relationships and 
a dedication to its values: integrity, 
passion, and professionalism. These 
values set the tone, help create 
its culture, and are fundamental 
to AOT’s success. 

AMERICUS TIRES
Distributed exclusively by AOT, 
Americus offers a comprehensive line 
of light truck, SUV, CUV, and specialty 
commercial tires. 

The Rugged A/TR is the next 
generation aggressive all-terrain tire 
designed for your everyday commute 
and your off-road adventures. With 
advanced 3D siping technology, rigid 
interior tread blocks, and an enhanced 
3PMSF tread compound, the Rugged 
A/TR provides exceptional handling 
on wet and dry surfaces, while the 
massive and studdable shoulder lugs 
drive through mud, snow, and ice with 
ease. Carrying an upgraded 50,000-
mile limited treadwear protection 
and the brand’s No Questions Asked, 

25/365 Free Replacement Limited 
Protection Policy on all sizes, the 
Rugged A/TR is ready for whatever 
path you follow.

The Rugged A/T is a premium 
all-terrain tire with a tread designed 
to maximize traction edges for 
excellent handling on- and off-road. 
A closed shoulder ensures confident 
handling in all conditions. Wide 
primary grooves and optimized siping 

technology provides maximum water 
evacuation for enhanced traction 
and stability. Carrying a 55,000-mile 
limited treadwear protection and 
backed by a Limited Protection Policy 
on all sizes, the Rugged A/T is ready 
to work. 

The Recon CUV is designed for 
today's crossovers, SUV, and light 
trucks. This all-season tire provides 
a quiet, smooth ride with confident 
handling and enhanced traction. The 
Recon CUV features multiple speed 
ratings and load carrying capacities 
for proper fitment. With a 60,000-mile 
limited treadwear protection and a 
Limited Protection Policy, the Recon 
CUV delivers the value and confidence 
you expect from Americus.

The Rugged M/T is a maximum-
traction on- and off-road radial with 
an aggressive attitude. The open 
and tiered tread block elements 
ensure maximum traction in extreme 
conditions. The Rugged M/T is 
available in sizes up to 37 inches 
overall with wheel diameters up to 
22 inches. Carrying the load is not an 
issue as the Rugged M/T is available in 
12-ply ratings (some sizes). Backed by 

a Limited Protection Policy on all sizes, 
the Trac Grip M/T is ready to conquer 
any terrain.

The Commercial LT is a commercial-
grade light truck tire with multi-ply 
casing construction to handle heavy 
workloads. Its five-rib, highway-
oriented tread pattern allows for 
maximum trouble-free miles while 
its beefy, solid shoulder design 
resists scrubbing. Double steel belted 

plies provide puncture 
resistance and durability. 
The CLT is backed by a 
Limited Protection Policy 
on all sizes.

The ST Radial is 
the workhorse of the 

Americus lineup. Americus designed 
this Specialty Trailer tire with a 
micro-positioned fiber reinforced 
belt package for extra strength 
and durability. The tread design 
supports low rolling resistance and 
improved heat dissipation, enhanced 
hydroplaning resistance, and 
increased stability. The ST is backed by 
a Limited Protection Policy on all sizes.

25/365 LIMITED 
PROTECTION POLICY
All Americus tires are backed by a 
No Questions Asked, 25/365 Free 
Replacement Limited Protection 
Policy and an unbeatable mileage 
policy (where applicable). The policy 
fully covers (100%) all Americus 
brand radial passenger, light truck, 
and specialty trailer tires should 
one become unserviceable due to 
defective workmanship, materials, 
or road hazard during the first 25% 
of useable treadwear or one year 
from date of purchase, whichever 
occurs first.

Find out more, visit  
www.americustire.com.

American Omni Trading
AMERICUS TIRES

Built For The American Road
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T he Autocar brand carries a rich history dating back 
125 years. Autocar, LLC is a proudly 100% American-
owned severe-duty original equipment manufacturer 

with all its premium hand-built trucks assembled in the 
USA. Autocar is the industry-leading vocational truck OEM, 
specializing in trucks ranging from refuse and concrete and 
construction to premium terminal tractors for the logistics 
industry. Autocar's vocation-based business model and 
customer obsession sets the brand apart from any other 
truck manufacturer. 

THE REVOLUTIONARY OEM
Autocar's difference from other OEMs begins when a 
customer orders a truck. The Autocar sales team and 
engineers work closely with the customer to custom 
engineer each truck to fit their exact needs and vocation. 
This allows Autocar to build a premium tool that is built 
right the first time for the rigorous demands of the specific 
vocation it serves. Autocar also does not design any 
proprietary parts into its trucks, allowing the customers 
flexibility in the event of repairs. Additionally, Autocar 
creates the best “Always Up” customer experience by 
providing customers with 24/7 access to technicians 
through Autocar Solutions Always Up service. 

As a proud American-owned truck manufacturer with all 
of its assembly plants in the United States, Autocar stands 
behind its quality guarantee for any truck that leaves the 
assembly line, arriving ready to work and get the toughest 
jobs done-done! Whether the need calls for a truck for 
refuse, logistics, concrete, or construction applications, 
every premium Autocar truck is custom engineered for the 
specific work environment. 

THERE’S POWER IN ELECTRIFICATION 
As a leader in truck innovation, Autocar is at the forefront 
of alternative fuel options and electrification. The E-ACTT 
terminal tractor, Autocar's first all-electric terminal tractor, 
is as powerful as its diesel counterpart and helps fleets 
meet their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
goals. While the emissions reductions are key, so are 
the electric yard truck’s significant financial savings with 
reduced maintenance and no fuel costs.

The clean-powered E-ACTT is a tool for productivity, 
removing approximately 100 metric tons of C02 per year. 
Equipped with leading-edge temperature-controlled 
lithium-ion battery technology and an onboard charging 
system, the E-ACTT offers a battery cycle of up to 22 hours 
per charge and charges from 10% to 100% in just two 

hours. Autocar engineers designed the technology in-house, 
taking into consideration the demands of its severe-duty 
applications and its 24-hour operation.

Autocar engineered its battery-powered yard trucks 
for spotting trailers and containers at docks, yards, ports, 
intermodal facilities, and distribution centers. 

The E-ACTT features over 85% of the parts from its diesel 
counterpart, the ACTT, and is equipped with features for 
making the transition to EV seamless, such as: 

• CCS-1 compliant DC fast charging
• Liquid cooled batteries
• Up to 210 kWh modular battery packs
• Up to 22 hours runtime on a single charge
• 85% of parts carried over from the diesel ACTT to 

the E-ACTT 
• Technology designed in house

The E-ACTT is a tool engineered to meet corporate goals 
and compliance regulations while meeting the industry's 
most demanding challenges.

EXPERIENCE ALWAYS UP
The most important journey for any Autocar truck begins 
upon customer delivery. Autocar takes full responsibility 
in ensuring the truck is ready to work and conquer the 
toughest jobs thrown at it. Autocar’s purpose-built, 
premium tools are built to last.

Autocar’s dedication to manufacturing custom-
engineered and handmade trucks may not always be the 
simplest way, but to Autocar, it's worth it. Because in the 
end, everything Autocar does is focused on making its 
customers and its trucks successful.

Find out more, visit  
www.autocartruck.com or call 833.857.0200.

Autocar, LLC
THE ALWAYS UP PREMIUM VOCATIONAL TRUCK MANUFACTURER
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E stablished in 1988 by brothers 
Patrick and Paul Wilkins, 
BOSS Industries, LLC supplies 

innovative engineered solutions for 
truck-mounted air compressors and 
generator systems for the demanding 
vocational work truck market. 

Based in LaPorte, Indiana, BOSS 
Industries has remained loyal to 
the surrounding community to 
ensure a quality, Midwestern-built 
American product.

With the dedication of its 
employees, BOSS has grown to be 
an industry leader by listening to the 
needs of the industry and designing 
products that provide a superior value 
for its customers. BOSS strives to offer 
a user-friendly product that minimizes 
downtime while providing the lowest 
cost of ownership. Fleet managers 
often consult BOSS staff to assist in 
supplying the right product for the 
application, while ensuring proper 
integration to service vehicles with 
various other pieces of equipment. 

CONTINUALLY MOVING 
FORWARD
Entering 2023, BOSS will celebrates 
its 35th year in business, and its 
vision has not wavered. BOSS 

Industries’ mission statement says 
it all: “To supply customized mobile 
power systems utilizing innovative 
engineering while providing an 
exceptional customer experience!”

While BOSS Industries’ primary 
focus has been integrated underdeck 
rotary screw and generator systems 
for the work truck industry, its 
advancement in engine-driven 
products, abovedeck hydraulic driven 
products, tool lifts, and industry 
leading BA440 hydraulic-driven 
reciprocating air compressor have 
added to its growing portfolio of 
products. Those innovations also 
add continued product awareness 
to BOSS customers. Today, BOSS 
accounts for more than 50% of all 
PTO rotary screw compressor sales. 
Additionally, BOSS Industries is an 
OEM provider for multiple product 
lines that are leaders in their 
respective marketplace. 

Beginning in 2003, BOSS entered 
the vapor recovery and gas booster 
market. BOSS Industries’ rotary screw 
products are a critical element in 
the oil and gas sectors. BOSS offers 
complete kits or separate components 
for electric-powered or natural gas-
engine driven units.

BOSS entered the railroad 
maintenance of way and spray 
coatings markets with the acquisition 
of HIPPO Multi-products in November 
of 2021. Building on its foundation 
of air and generation power, BOSS 
Industries’ advancement into the 
rail and spray foam marketplace is 
another step forward in providing 
quality products to a new and 
expanding territories. 

SUPPORTING 
CUSTOMERS
BOSS Industries’ product support 
team has the knowledge and tools 
that customers demand to keep them 
“on-the-job” with minimal downtime. 
For customer convenience, BOSS 
features an online parts store to 
help with maintenance and common 
replacement items. For additional 
support, BOSS launched an industry-
first BOSS APP that instantly connects 
customers to products and other 
important items, such as manuals, 
service items, service training 
opportunities, and more.

BOSS air and power products are 
used extensively in gas and electric 
utility companies, municipal water 
and sewer departments, tire service, 
mechanic service vehicle, telecomm 
companies, paint striping, DOT, 
rental industries, drilling and mining, 
department of defense, landscape 
and irrigation, oil and gas, railroad, 
vacuum excavation, and spray foam 
insulation to name a few. 

BOSS Industries operates across 
the world through its distributor 
network. BOSS Industries, LLC is a 
portfolio company of Wynnchurch 
Capital, LP (Rosemount, Illinois).

Find out more, visit  
www.bossair.com or call 

800.635.6587.

BOSS Industries
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING AND EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE
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W hy climb in the back of your 
truck or van when you can 
slide everything out to you? 

Since 1987 when it was invented, 
Extendobed has built the most 
heavy-duty sliding deck systems 
to increase efficiency and improve 
safety in a variety of industries. The 
sliding deck can be used as is or an 
optional custom cargo carrier can 
be added to organize tools, secure 
storage, transport equipment, 
facilitate loading/unloading, and 
eliminate the need to crawl around 
in your vehicle. Even companies with 
service bodies have been retrofitted 
with Extendobeds to make staff 
more efficient, reduce injuries, and 
eliminate the “8-ft trashcan” seen in 
many service bodies. 

Extendobed has already been 
proven by established companies such 
as ConocoPhillips, Dow Chemical, 
Dominion Energy, Idaho Power, and 
SW Gas, as well as the US Military, FBI, 
Homeland Security, and over 1,500 fire 
and police departments who choose 
Extendobed because of its durability, 
versatility, and long product life. 

ONLY EXTENDOBED 
OFFERS

• Extension past the taillights™ 
(over 110%) providing access to 
the entire bed.

• Up to 3,000-lb capacity.
• Free, customizable designs for 

vans, trucks, and service bodies..
• 20-year limited warranty resulting 

in lower cost of ownership. 

FAST ROI: CASE STUDY
Due to increased efficiency provided 
by Extendobeds, a pest control 
company found that each of its 200 
vehicles can service an average of four 
additional clients per week without 
adding personnel or vehicles. At an 
average charge of $80/month, that’s 
an additional $3.3 million in annual 
revenue capacity. ROI was only 3.2 
months, which does not include 
cost savings from the reduction of 
workplace injuries by over 50%. 

DOUBLE YOUR VAN 
STORAGE CAPACITY 
Extendobeds will revolutionize the 
way you store and access equipment 
and supplies on your fleet of work 
vans. Stop climbing into your van for 
equipment/supplies. Slide it out to you 
using a made-to-order Extendobed. 

EXTENDOWALL
The new ExtendoWall™ is designed 
to further improve the efficiency and 
productivity of work vans. The fully 
customizable ExtendoWall can carry 
ladders, tools, and supplies and can 
be designed to extend from either the 
side or the back doors. Every system 
is built to order and provides the 
following benefits: 

• Doubles the storage volume over 
traditional shelf/drawer systems. 

• Increases productivity of work 
crews by helping them get on/off 
jobsites quicker. 

• Reduces injuries—no more lifting 
heavy items from awkward positions 
or climbing in and out of a van, 
injuring knees, ankles, and backs. 

As seen in the chart above, 
Extendobed more than doubles the 
total storage capacity over traditional 
shelf/drawer storage systems by fully 
using the “dead space” in the middle 
of the cargo area. 

Tip: A half-width ExtendoWall 
mounted to slide out the back or side 
door combined with a traditional shelf 
system for the other side is an option 
for those that may need both types of 
storage systems. 

REDUCE INJURIES
As mentioned, Extendobed will 
also help reduce injuries to backs, 
shoulders, knees, and ankles because 
workers are not picking up heavy 
items from awkward angles or 
climbing in and out of their trucks or 
vans multiple times per day.

Find out more, visit 
www.extendobed.com or call 

800.752.0706.

Extendobed
LOOKS TOUGH. WORKS TOUGHER.

APPROX STORAGE 
VOLUME

CARGO 
LENGTH

ROOF 
HEIGHT

EXTEND-
OBED 

VOLUME 
(CU FT)

TYPICAL 
STORAGE 
SYSTEM 
(CU FT)

10.5 FT LOW 180 90

10.5 FT MEDIUM 233 117

12 FT LOW 207 102

12 FT MEDIUM 268 132

12 FT HIGH 303 149

14 FT HIGH 303 184



LOOKS TOUGH. WORKS TOUGHER

BED SLIDES FOR WORK TRUCKS, VANS,  
 SERVICE BODIES AND TRAILERS

• HEAVY DUTY – Up to 3,000 lb. load capacity   • BUILT TOUGH – 20 year warranty
• EXTENDS OVER 110% - past your taillights   • FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

COVERED SERVICE BODY TELECOM TRUCK W/ SHELL

EXTENDOWALL IN VAN-SIDE DOOR MOUNT WORK VAN

RAM PROMASTER VAN STORAGE WITH PULLOUT WORK SURFACE

WORK TRUCK WEEK 2022 SHOW DISCOUNT EXTENDED

Call or email now to get a complimentary design and quote
800-752-0706

websales@extendobed.com  •  www.extendobed.com
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I suzu Commercial Truck of America, 
Inc., is the distributor of Isuzu 
commercial vehicles in the United 

States—the best-selling low cab 
forward trucks in America every year 
since 1986. There’s a simple reason 
why these trucks have gained such 
popularity: Isuzu has the right truck 
for all your business needs.

EXTENSIVE LINEUP
Isuzu offers the widest range of low 
cab forward trucks available: 

Class 3-5 Isuzu N-Series V-8 gas 
trucks—driven by a powerplant with 
an engineered design life of 200,000 
miles. These are the only low cab 
forward gasoline-powered trucks with 
GVWRs ranging from 12,000 to 19,500 
lbs. Accommodating up to 20-ft bodies, 
Isuzu N-Series gas trucks are available 
in both Standard and Crew Cab 
configurations. Class 3 and 4 gas trucks 
are currently available; Class 5 gas 
models will be available in mid-2023.

Class 4 and 5 Isuzu N-Series diesel-
powered trucks—equipped with the 
legendary Isuzu 4HK1-TC engine that 
boasts a B-10 durability rating of 
375,000 miles. The trucks that made 
Isuzu famous are available in Standard 
Cab with three-across seating or a 
Crew Cab that will handle up to seven 
and with wheelbases from 109 to 212 
inches in length.

Class 6 and the all-new class 7 
Isuzu F-Series trucks—featuring 
the most powerful Efficiency Series 
variant of the proven Cummins B6.7 
diesel engine for the optimum in 
performance and economy. Isuzu 
F-Series trucks are available in both 
Class 6 and new Class 7 models with 
GVWRs from 25,950 to a whopping 

33,000 lbs. With eight wheelbase 
choices, Isuzu F-Series trucks can 
handle bodies up to 30 ft in length. 

INCREASED 
PRODUCTIVITY
You can reach more tough-to-navigate 
locations and make more stops thanks 
to Isuzu trucks’:

MANEUVERABILITY: Isuzu trucks’ 
cab-over-engine design gives a turning 
circle dramatically tighter than any 
conventional cab. 

VISIBILITY: Between their low cab 
forward design and wide expanses 
of glass, these trucks allow drivers to 
see objects as close as 8 ft ahead—far 
better visibility than you’d find in a 
conventional cab.   

ECONOMY: Fewer stops for fuel 
means more time moving your 
business forward. 
 
LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP
Isuzu trucks are famous for their low 
cost of ownership, thanks to their 
efficiency and dependability, plus:

• Outstanding basic limited warranty 
protection for a minimum of 36 
months, with extended warranties 
available for as much as five 
years/250,000 miles

• 24/7 roadside assistance for 
the length of your warranty or 
extended warranty

• Isuzu’s Priority Service 
Maintenance Program, which 
allows you to lock in today’s 
maintenance service prices for up 
to six years—and the cost can be 
included in your Isuzu Finance of 
America finance or lease contract

• Isuzu FleetValue parts, priced to 
compete with aftermarket parts 
but engineered to meet Isuzu’s 
stringent specifications in addition 
to Genuine Isuzu OEM parts 

• Vehicle Health Reports produced 
by every Isuzu N-Series diesel truck 
that show idle time, speed history, 
acceleration frequency, and more, 
so you can optimize your truck’s 
efficiency by monitoring and making 
adjustments to driving habits

NATIONWIDE SALES  
& SERVICE
Isuzu trucks are sold and serviced in 
all 50 US states, which means there 
is probably an Isuzu dealer near you 
wherever you are—or wherever your 
truck takes you.

Find out more, visit  
www.isuzucv.com.

Isuzu  
Commercial Truck Of America, Inc.
A TRUCK FOR EVERY NEED, OFFERING INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY  
AND NATIONWIDE SUPPORT



Isuzu  
Commercial Truck Of America, Inc.
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W ant one-touch instant 
communication that connects 
managers with their entire 

workforce in less than one second? 
PeakPTT provides affordable, 
purpose-driven, long-range push-to-
talk radios that include nationwide 
push-to-talk service. Further, PeakPTT 
ships its radios direct to businesses, 
ready to use right out of the box.

PEAKPTT FOR BUSINESS
PeakPTT offers push-to-talk radios and 
nationwide PTT service, which will 
enhance the way your team connects. 
Because PeakPTT provides PTT radios 
ready to go right out of the box, your 
operations can be up and running—fast.

PeakPTT push-to-talk systems are 
easy to use and built for business. 
The company leverages the internet, 
cellular data, and Wi-Fi networks 
to transmit voice communication. 
PeakPTT service for fleets includes:

• Rugged Devices
• Real-time GPS tracking
• Nationwide coverage
• Instant communication, meaning 

no delays

With PeakPTT’s push-to-talk radios, 
fleets will no longer experience 
missed phone calls, ignored text 

messages, or wondering the location 
of field personnel ever again. 

WHAT IS PUSH-TO-TALK? 
For those that are unfamiliar, 
push-to-talk is a method of voice 
communication that allows operators 
to simply press a button for instant 
and secure communication. Push-to-
talk works on many types of devices: 
dedicated PTT devices, smartphones, 
and even computers. Similar to a 
Walkie Talkie, users can talk to many 
devices at once or privately one-to-one. 
And because PeakPTT leverages the 
internet, cellular, and Wi-Fi networks, 
fleets using PeakPTT can communicate 
across the street or around the world. 

SMARTPHONE VS 
PEAKPTT
On Average, a PTT call lasts 15 
seconds versus more than 50 seconds 
for a traditional call. This is a huge 
time waste for companies where time 

is of the essence. Not to mention, 
cell phones are expensive. Therefore, 
Peak PTT will boost your company's 
productivity, while significantly saving 
your company a lot of money.

TRADITIONAL RADIOS 
VS PEAKPTT
LMR or Land Mobile Radios are limited 
by distance, in many cases require 
government licenses, and can be very 
expensive to set up and maintain. As 
mentioned before, PTT Over Cellular 
leverages existing cellular data, Wi-Fi 
networks, and the internet—offering 
instant and secure talk.

ELIMINATE DISTRACTED 
DRIVING
Let's face the facts: Talking and texting 
while driving poses a tremendous 
liability to companies today. 
The Peak PTT Walkie-Talkie radios 
will instantly eliminate this liability. 
The PeakPTT radios' "Walkie-Talkie" 
form factor meets DOT compliance 
requirements.

REAL-TIME GPS TRACKING
Not only is each PeakPTT device a radio, 
it is also a GPS tracker. Positions are 
updated every 60 seconds, so managers 
always know exactly where their 
employees are at any given moment.

PEAKPTT
PeakPTT was founded in 2018 and is 
located in Santa Clarita, California. 
Accountable for its actions, PeakPTT 
operates with the highest levels of 
integrity and with a sense of urgency 
to get things done. The company 
provides its customers with best-in-
class customer service and support.

Find out more,  
visit www.peakptt.com or call 

855.600.6161.

PeakPTT
NATIONWIDE PUSH-TO-TALK FOR BUSINESS



NATIONWIDE PUSH-TO-TALK IS BACK! 

P eakPTT is a manufacturer of 
next-generation Push-To-Talk 
radios. Its two-way radio service 

leverages LTE wireless data, the 
internet, and rugged, purpose-driven 
hardware that provides businesses 
instant, always-on two-way radio 
service.

GETTING MORE DONE
Answering phone calls and sending 
and receiving text messages are a 
waste of time. With PeakPTT your 
business communication will receive 
a 10-times boost in productivity with 
instant talk. This means:

• No more missed phone calls
• No more ignored text messages
• No wondering your field 

personnel’s location
• No more time wasted (the 

average length of a PTT call is 15 
seconds)

PTT SERVICE INCLUDES
• Nationwide 4G LTE PTT coverage
• Instant communications—less 

than a second
• Unlimited channels
• Private, one-on-one calls 
• Secure and encrypted 

communications
• Record calls with instant playback 

and timestamp
• SOS and lone worker notifications
• Cross talk between different 

companies
• 60 second GPS tracking

RUGGED DEVICES
PeakPTT uses purpose-built, rugged 
radios that are built for business 
use. Its devices are designed 
to handle some of the most 
challenging work environments. This 
means the devices are:

• IP67 and IP68 Rated
• Waterproof
• Drop resistant
• Feature long battery life
• Equipped with extra loud 

speakers
• Handheld and mobile devices 

available

WORKS OUT OF THE BOX
PeakPTT radios arrive ready to use 
out of the box. Wireless LTE data 
on a Tier 1 carrier is included in the 
service—no programming or setup 
needed. PeakPTT can also customize 
radio names and create an unlimited 
number of additional channels. 
Further, PeakPTT can work without a 
base station. In fact, with PC dispatch 
software, fleet managers can have 
one or multiple dispatchers located 
in different locations, communicating 
with field workers.

Visit our website www.peakptt.com or call 855-600-6161
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P PG is a leading innovator of
coating technologies for just
about every industry imaginable

with a wealth of coatings options
available for work trucks. The
applications range from heavy-duty
trucks and custom truck bodies to
transit vehicles, trailers, fire and
emergency, as well as equipment for
the agricultural, construction, and gas
exploration industries.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY 
FOR DIVERSE NEEDS
PPG’s full range of coatings 
technologies includes polyurethanes, 
alkyds, epoxies, polyurea, powder 
coatings, and pre-treatments. 
Coatings are marketed under several 
brand names—each offering products 
and price points geared for specific 
market segment requirements:

• DELFLEET ONE® premium paint 
system delivers excellent color 
matching, durability, and ease of 
use, while offering the industry’s 
lowest VOC ratings for undercoat 
and topcoat products. It's 
available with five- and seven-
year warranty options.

• DELFLEET ESSENTIAL® 
compact, value-driven paint 
system is easy to use and cost 
effective, available in two- and 
three-year warranties.

• PPG VERSOLON™ Solutions 
offer technologies for specialized 
equipment and manufacturing 
uses—from economical alkyds and 
epoxies to urethanes, waterborne, 
and powder coatings. 

• AMERCOAT® line of heavy-duty 
protective coatings includes tank 
linings, zinc-rich primers, epoxy 
primers, and other durable finishes.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENT 
SOLUTIONS
PPG offers many specialty coatings 
options, ranging from those having 
unique performance properties to 
environmentally progressive, ultra-low 
VOC solutions. Among the options are 
specialty coatings for enhanced graffiti 
resistance, sound dampening, and the 
latest advancements in corrosion and 
chemical resistant technologies.

COLOR MATCHING TOOLS
PPG’s comprehensive color database 
offers hundreds of thousands of 

formulas, covering a full spectrum of 
solid, metallic, pearl, and specialty 
colors. Color matching tools include 
the Delfleet One color chip deck: 
specialized color chip selectors 
for fleet vehicles, Class 6 through 
8 OEMs, RAL, and market-specific 
colors. Formula look-up options range 
from online access to a full-blown, 
computerized paint management 
system—as well as an advanced 
spectrophotometer for matching 
difficult, unknown colors.

TRAINING & 
DEVELOPMENT
Dedicated PPG instructors teach 
training courses throughout the year 
at PPG Business Development Centers. 
Course topics include technician 
certification, spot repair, and color 
tinting, blending, and spray equipment 
for commercial use. And PPG’s MVP 
Business Solutions program offers a 
comprehensive array of management 
training for businesses using PPG 
commercial coatings systems. The 
program provides business owners and 
managers with ideas, methodologies, 
and expert guidance for improving 
productivity and profitability. 

SERVICE & SUPPORT
The core of PPG’s commitment 
to customer support lies in its 
team of field commercial sales 
representatives, OEM specialists, 
and a network of some 500 US 
and Canadian distributors offering 
personalized service, technical 
support, and color matching 
assistance.

Find out more, visit 
www.ppgcommercialcoatings.com.

PPG
PPG’S COMMERCIAL COATINGS HAVE IT COVERED  
IN TECHNOLOGY, COLOR, AND SERVICE
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R eading Truck is a leading 
manufacturer and distributor 
that has designed and built 

work truck bodies with outstanding 
craftsmanship for more than 65 
years. Owners depend on Reading 
Truck for safe, durable truck bodies, 
expert installation, and all the parts, 
equipment, accessories, and services 
required to get the job done.

Reading Truck products are available 
through its extensive national network 
of distribution partners or through 
any of the company’s 20 Reading 
Truck locations. Fleet owners will find 
everything needed to outfit a single 
truck or an entire fleet. 

ALWAYS ON THE JOB
Just as Reading Truck takes pride in its 
manufacturing, the company knows its 
customers take pride in truck ownership. 
Reading Truck’s innovation and 
craftsmanship provide the sureness in 
its products from decades of dedication 
to customer satisfaction. Reading Truck 
manufactures reliable, long-lasting 
solutions to make owners' lives easier 
and make the most of every workday. 

• Service bodies for any size or 
class—aluminum or steel, light- or 
heavy-duty, for single-wheel and 
double-wheel chassis. 

• Enclosed service bodies providing 
year-round, all-weather protection 
for crew, tools, and equipment.  

• Hauler and platform bodies 
are engineered with safety and 
visibility in mind. With a corrosion-
resistant, ergonomic design, these 
truck bodies provide great stability 
for hauling.  

• Landscaper and dump body 
designs serve small and large 
purposes. From the backyard to 
the construction site, Reading 
Truck landscape and dump bodies 
allow operators to get the job done 
by efficiently managing projects.   

• Crane bodies provide an 
innovative portfolio of light- and 
heavy-duty options designed for 
unsurpassed power, productivity, 
and protection, helping operators 
safely move items around 
the worksite.  

• Contractor bodies are built 
to withstand the toughest 
conditions—ready to perform with 
their customizable design and 
workspace so operators can work 
the way they want.  

FULLY OUTFITTED  
FOR YOU  
With 20 Reading Truck Centers 
across the country and an extensive 
distribution network ready to serve, 
Reading Truck’s knowledgeable 
installers, upfitters, and technicians 
offer professional, personalized expert 
consultation and support to add value to 
the overall cost of ownership. Whether 
it’s having storage for that specialized 
tool, exterior lighting for dawn and 
dusk projects, or master-locking steel 
slide bars for instant security and 
peace of mind, Reading Truck outfits 
and customizes to the need. Or, from 
planned preventive maintenance to 
annual certifications and equipment 
inspections, to emergency repairs and 
accessory installations, Reading Truck is 
here for the scheduled and unscheduled 
truck life moments.

From designing, building, outfitting, 
and servicing, you only need one 
place, whether you have one truck or 
an entire fleet. Reading Truck knows 
you’re not just buying a truck; you’re 
building your future. 

Find out more, visit  
www.readingtruck.com.

Reading Truck
WORKING HARD FOR THE HARD WORKING
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Samlex America
MOBILE POWER SOLUTIONS FOR WORK TRUCKS

  Samlex EVO-3012 inverter/charger installed in utility work truck

Find out more, visit www.samlexamerica.com/fleet  
or call 1.800.561.5885.

F or over 30 years, Samlex America has been an industry 
leader in manufacturing commercial power conversion 
products for utility, construction, transportation, and 

other fleet customers throughout North America and 
worldwide. The company serves both national and regional 
fleets through its relationships with upfitters and OEMs. 
Samlex has the largest offering of inverters in the industry, 
so no matter the application, Samlex can find the right fit. 

Samlex power conversion products help ensure crews 
have access to the power they need to use the tools and 
electronics they rely on to perform their jobs efficiently 
and safely. No matter what remote, backup, or mobile 
power application requirements the job calls for, Samlex 
products fit the bill. Samlex serves a wide range of 
commercial industries, including construction, public safety, 
government, utilities, telecom, oil and gas, and custom 
applications through OEM programs. 

RELIABLE BACKUP POWER 
The reality is that power outages happen. Therefore, a 
backup power supply is an essential element in work trucks, 
field offices, or construction sites. The EVO™ Inverter/
Charger Series in combination with your vehicle’s alternator 
or battery bank is the most cost-effective, reliable 
power system to keep critical systems and crew safe and 
productive. In this all-in-one unit, operators get a pure sine 
wave DC-AC power inverter, adaptive battery charger, and 
integrated transfer relay switch. It is available in 1,200W 
to 4,000W units, has one or two AC inputs (depending on 
size) for an alternator, generator, and/or grid power. It also 
connects to solar with a 50A DC input. 

REDUCE ENGINE IDLING 
Adding a Samlex Inverter/Charger System to a work truck 
allows the operator to use their electrical devices and tools 
without idling, transferring these loads to grid power when 
available and using this incoming power to charge batteries. 
This helps reduce both fuel consumption and engine 
wear, resulting in significant savings over time. The EVO 
Inverter/Chargers come with a surge rating of three times 
its continuous power output, allowing work truck operators 
to run high-surge tools and equipment that require heavy 
power on start-up and longer run times.

CLEAN, RELIABLE AC POWER
Samlex has the widest range of power inverters in the 
industry; no matter what the application, Samlex has the 
solution. The PST Series is the Samlex flagship line of pure 

sine wave inverters designed for heavy-duty, commercial 
use for all work and utility trucks. The PST is available in 
both 12V and 24V models and comes with a remote On/Off 
switch and hardwire options. The NTX Series of inverters 
are a compact power solution, fitting well into small storage 
spaces in work vans and trucks. Products in the NTX Series 
are less expensive than the PST Series due to a no-hardwire 
capability. Samlex inverters provide robust power to all the 
electrical tools and equipment so that the truck operator 
can focus on the job at hand knowing they have all the 
power they need, anytime and anywhere.

BATTERY PROTECTION & 
MAINTENANCE 
Batteries are expensive, and improper protection and 
maintenance shortens their life expectancy. Samlex has a 
full range of battery protection products including battery 
chargers, battery guards, and battery maintainers. Samlex 
also carries portable solar charging kits. The MSK Series 
comes in a 90W or 135W option, and all necessary parts 
and a convenient carrying case for a plug-and-play solar 
charging system are included.

TECH SUPPORT AVAILABILITY
Samlex is proud to provide the best customer service in 
the industry. When calling for support, customers will 
speak to a person right away—no automated prompts to 
navigate. Samlex understands downtime is costly and offers 
an Advanced Replacement Program on all products to keep 
fleet operations up and running.
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W ith over 90 years of industry experience in 
manufacturing van shelving with bott and nearly 
30 years of providing mobile and linkable storage 

systems through TANOS, Systainer Systems is a joint venture 
offering a truly efficient mobile solution. Combining bott 
Smartvan and systainer®, Systainer Systems creates a fully 
customizable mobile solution that restores productivity 
while maintaining the driver’s safety and demonstrating 
professional integrity.

INTEGRATED STORAGE
Systainer³, the third generation of systainer®, are stackable, 
lockable, and fully integrated into the bott Smartvan line 
using guiderails that easily install into the racking. This 
means that any Systainer³, including the ones used for 
Festool tools, glide in and out of the racking with ease.

INDIVIDUALIZED
The racking itself is fully customizable to a fleet’s van model 
and workflow. And the customization doesn't end after 
installation. All accessories can be moved around without 
having to uninstall the racking, so when a new project 
begins, a new tool purchased, or something large requires 
transportation, the shelving system can adapt around the 
workflow with ease.

WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
Whether a fleet needs to store the smallest washer in an 
organizer or strap a full pallet into the van’s cargo area, 
bott Smartvan has an accessory that will help. The racks can 
be fitted with shelves, systainers®, cable reel shelves, and 
Perfo panels (mobile pegboards) with accessories to hold 
first aid kits, shop towels, and more. Ratcheting straps are 
available to attach to mounting points on the bottom of the 
frame, and anchor points can be added to any part of the 
racking frame. The possibilities are endless for van setup.

NO DRILLING, NO DAMAGE, NO FUSS
Don't cause any damage to a fleet vehicle. These systems 
come with vehicle-specific brackets that allow fleets to 
attach the racking to the vehicle without drilling a single 
hole. All mounting points align with existing factory-drilled 
holes. There's also no need to spend more on a professional 
installer. bott Smartvan's products can all be installed with 
just one person in one day. The faster fleet vehicles go into 
service, the sooner they are supporting company objectives.
LIGHTWEIGHT
bott Smartvan's storage systems are light. Whether the 

concern is gas prices or battery life, having less weight in 
the back of the van makes a big difference. 

KEEPING YOU & YOUR 
EQUIPMENT SAFE
bott Smartvan is one of the only van equipment lines that is 
crash tested according to the European standard ECE-R17. 

TIME IS MONEY
How many hours do workers waste going back and forth to 
their vans and looking for that one tool or that one piece 
of hardware? How many times have they gone back to the 
hardware store to buy something they couldn't find just to 
find it hours later? It's all "organized chaos" until it's not, 
and wastes precious time that could be spent on the next 
job. Just 15 minutes of inefficient workflow a day equates to 
65 hours of wasted time per year. 

OPTIMIZE FORECASTING & REDUCE 
INVENTORY LOSS
Prevent stock outs and unscheduled restocking, reduce 
inventory levels, and implement inventory policies for 
employee accountability. Fleets lose millions of dollars in 
inventory loss every quarter. There's no need to implement 
expensive inventory tracking solutions with bott Smartvan's 
fully organized mobile storage system.

QUICK & EASY PROCESS
Systainer Systems’ value for time starts long before the 
equipment is installed. The company’s online configurator 
allows fleets to choose exactly what they want for their 
vehicle, and its team is on standby, ready to answer any 
and all questions one may have. As soon as an order is 
placed through the configurator, customers will receive 
their order within 10 business days, so fleets can start 
saving time ASAP. Begin fleet van configuration at 
www.config.bottsmartvan.com/vehicle.

Work smarter with bott Smartvan.

Find out more, visit  
www.systainersystems.com.

Systainer Systems
COMBINING BOTT SMARTVAN AND SYSTAINER
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V IA Motors designs and 
manufactures Class 2-5 electric 
work trucks, based on the 

company’s industry leading “VDRIVE” 
skateboard platform. 

VDRIVE BY VIA
The VDRIVE Skateboard allows for a 
21-inch load floor height and a driver-
forward design, opening up volume 
for the cargo area and improving the 
driver experience with a tight turning 
radius and low step-in height. 

The flexible and scalable VDRIVE 
skateboard is available in 130-inch, 
160-inch, and 190-inch wheelbases. 
Battery sizes range from 55 kWh, 82 
kWh, 124 kWh, and 165 kWh. In short, 
the VDRIVE platform offers fleets and 
upfitters the ultimate in flexibility and 
can accommodate a wide variety of 
vehicle bodies.

Additionally, VIA markets the 
VDRIVE skateboard as a standalone 
unit, allowing other companies to use 
their own bodies and power their EVs 
with VIA’s industry leading technology.

VTRUX BY VIA
VTRUX is VIA’s flexible electric work truck 
platform, based off its VDRIVE system. 
VIA Motors offers a portfolio of body 
styles and upfitting solutions that all fit 
on its VDRIVE Skateboard. VIA makes it 
easy for fleets to upfit their preferred 
body style onto VIA’s cab chassis and 
even sells directly to upfitters.

Applications
• Walk-in vans 
• Dry boxes 
• School/shuttle buses
• Stake trucks
• Ambulance/service trucks
• Cab/cutaways
• Standalone VDRIVE skateboard and 

more

BUILT TO LAST
VIA makes functional, reliable, 
and durable electric work trucks 
for the world’s fleets. A VTRUX 
electric work truck saves fleets 
money with less maintenance and 
fuel costs than a fossil-fuel truck. 

With the experience of an Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and 
the creativity of a startup, the VIA 
team puts its proven automotive 
and technical talent to the test with 
rigorous development and launch 
discipline, delivering the electric work 
truck drivers deserve.

TRANSITION TO AN 
ELECTRIC FLEET MADE 
EASY
VIA makes it easy to transition to an 
electric fleet. VIA team members 
sit down with customers and walk 
through the process, helping them 
to spec out the vehicle that best 
suits their needs. VIA Motors is in a 
pending transaction with Ideanomics, 
a global group with a mission to 
accelerate the commercial adoption 
of electric vehicles. Once it becomes 
part of Ideanomics, VIA will offer a 
total package that includes charging 
infrastructure and financing, making it 
even easier for fleets to transition to 
electric drive vehicles.

VIA Motors
CLASS 2-5 TAILORED ELECTRIC WORK TRUCKS THAT GET THE JOB DONE

Find out more, visit www.viamotors.com.
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VMAC’s DTM70-H multi-power 
system is a direct-transmission 
mounted PTO driven air 

compressor with a hydraulic pump. 
This innovative PTO driven air 
compressor system is the best choice 
for fleet managers and mechanics 
who need mobile compressed air and 
hydraulic power simultaneously. 

This multi-power system allows 
mechanics to operate air tools at the 
same time as their hydraulic crane or 
other hydraulic equipment, making it 
the ultimate underdeck system. 

FOR FORD SUPER DUTY 
WORK TRUCKS
Engineered specifically for 2020 and 
newer Ford F-250 to F-600 Super Duty 
6.7-L Power Stroke Diesel trucks, the 
DTM70-H multi-power system was 
designed by VMAC for the easiest 
possible installation and optimal 
performance, all while keeping the 
vehicle’s OEM warranty intact. 

“This innovative system is 
application-engineered for Ford Super 
Duty work trucks and can be installed 
30% faster than other vehicle-
integrated systems,” notes Mike 
Pettigrew, VMAC’s marketing manager. 
“This is because no modifications are 

required to the Ford transfer case, 
and no drive shafts are required. 
The DTM70-H system also frees up 
deck space and allows for reduced 
hydraulic plumbing, fittings, and hoses 
compared to deck-mounted hydraulic 
air compressors.”

Those in the service truck 
industry considering a PTO-driven 
air compressor system are often 
concerned that an underdeck system 
will reduce the truck’s ground 
clearance. The DTM70-H’s installation 
does not change the ground clearance, 
ensuring it (and your truck) are 
protected on the most rugged jobsites. 

VARIABLE AIR & STEADY 
HYDRAULICS
VMAC’s DTM70-H produces variable 
air power and steady hydraulic power 
at the same time, up to 65 CFM and 
8 GPM. 

The actual CFM and GPM output of 
the DTM70-H varies based on truck 
model year, engine RPM, hydraulic 
pump size, and operating mode. 

Fleet managers and mechanics can 
switch between fixed and variable 
operating modes. This option allows 
the operator to reduce engine RPM 
and minimize fuel consumption, 

resulting in fewer emissions and a 
quieter jobsite.

“Fleet managers and operators with 
Ford trucks can take advantage of two 
operating modes with the DTM70-H,” 
Pettigrew explains. “The first option is 
fixed mode, which maintains a pre-set 
low engine RPM for running hydraulic 
equipment and provides a steady rate 
of compressed air. The second option 
is variable mode, which enables the 
truck’s engine RPM to increase and 
decrease automatically based on air 
demand while maintaining steady 
hydraulic flow. Whether the operator 
chooses fixed or variable mode, the 
DTM70-H will operate the hydraulic 
equipment, such as the crane, at its 
required speed.”

DOWNSIZE OR 
LOAD MORE
The DTM70-H is lightweight; the 
entire system weighs just 180 lbs. 
The DTM70-H frees up truck GVW by 
as much as 600 lbs, as there’s no air 
receiver tank to mount on the truck 
deck, and hydraulic tank sizes can be 
reduced by 50% compared to other 
hydraulic systems. Fleet managers 
and mechanics who choose the 
DTM70-H reap the weight benefits 
and can downsize their truck class or 
take advantage of the extra payload 
for loading up their trucks with more 
tools and equipment. 

SHIPS IN 10 DAYS
VMAC’s DTM70-H is manufactured 
in North America and has remained 
resistant to supply chain challenges. 
VMAC can fulfill orders for the 
DTM70-H within 10 business days.

Find out more about  
the DTM70-H, visit  

www.vmacair.com/dtm70h.

VMAC
VMAC’S DTM70-H IS A PTO-DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSOR  
WITH HYDRAULIC PUMP
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K eeping the interior of work 
trucks clean is an arduous and 
sometimes impossible task. Off-

road and abusive environments can 
wreak havoc on cab floors, costing 
companies money when it comes 
time to sell their own trucks or return 
leased trucks.

Nobody wants damage to the 
interior of the cab, yet in-cab corrosion 
is one of the costliest issues facing 
companies that run garbage haulers, 
cement mixers, or bucket trucks—just 
to name a few applications—because 
drivers constantly enter and exit the 
cab due to the very nature of the work.

Since harmful elements enter 
the cab unavoidably and spills 
originating on the inside do happen, 
prevention and cleaning are key.

TWO PROBLEMS, ONE 
SOLUTION
One solution that helps accomplish 
both is custom molded, tray-style 
floor mats.

The raised edge prevents damaging 
chemicals, accidental spills, and the 
usual dirt and grime from escaping 
the mats, which are easily removed 
to make the cleaning process 
significantly shorter. Clean the mats 
with a simple hose or pressure 
washer, and leave them to dry. Shortly 
after, the mats can be reinserted to 
make the cab floor look new again.

Custom molded, tray-style floor 
mats are perfect for work trucks. 
Keep your trucks clean and nice 
with this no-brainer accessory that 
adds real value to the truck. Improve 

resale value and create cleaner/safer 
working conditions throughout the life 
of the truck.

Minimizer offers custom molded 
floor mats for more than 70 Class 5, 6, 
7, and 8 trucks. Find your model easily 
by visiting the website. Use the Floor 
Mat Selector Tool to find individual 
part numbers and see local and online 
buying options.

Find out more, visit  
www.minimizer.com.

High Bar Brands
FIGHT CORROSION AND DIRT ON CAB FLOORS
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O pti-Luxx Inc., headquartered in Hudsonville, 
Michigan, is a full-service supplier of LED commercial 
vehicle lighting. Opti-Luxx offers its customers the 

best in product development, application engineering, 
program management, and launch support for new and 
existing products.

Over 20 years ago, Opti-Luxx pioneered the use of LED 
lighting technology in commercial vehicle applications 
by developing the first LED school bus lights. It is an 
indisputable fact that school buses are the safest vehicles 
on the roads today, and as the leading supplier of LED 
school bus lighting, Opti-Luxx plays a significant role in 
that strong safety reputation. Today, the company has 
significantly expanded product offerings to cover the entire 
commercial vehicle market, including an extensive line of 
the brightest and best LED signal lighting, work lighting, and 
a new suite of lights for amber applications.

The new Opti-Luxx amber lineup provides innovative, 
durable, and cost-effective LED options for snowplows, 
utility vehicles, delivery fleets, agricultural equipment, and 
all work truck applications. Light formats include beacons, 
light bars, and warning lights for all vehicle types. Opti-Luxx 
delivers the brightest and best amber LED lighting products 
for increased visibility and safety and situation-specific 
flash patterns for any roadway scenario at prices that won’t 
break the bank.

In addition to school bus, signal, work, and amber LED 
lighting products, Opti-Luxx also provides superior customer 
service before, during, and after purchase including:

• On-time delivery and short lead times
• Quality safety products
• Skilled and experienced production team
• Reliability
• Exceptional sales team
• Industry knowledge
• Expert technicians
• Continuous improvement

Opti-Luxx is committed to continuous improvement and 
providing all customers with exceptional value. For more 
information on the new Opti-Luxx amber line, the company 
has included all new amber products on its website 
and also displays several flash pattern previews on its 
YouTube channel.

Find out more, visit 
www.opti-luxx.com.

Opti-Luxx
LED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE LIGHTING
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M2303800

P owerMate® is here to provide safety lifting equipment 
for one truck or an entire fleet. PowerMate can help 
make moving your loads of up to 1,500 lbs both safer 

and more profitable. 
PowerMate Motorized Stair Climbers, LiftGates, and 

LiftTables have been in business under the same continuous 
ownership since 1976. Its lifting equipment is used by a 
large number of companies to safely and efficiently move 
heavy loads.

PowerMate’s Stair Climber is great for moving loads up 
and down stairs, and its tailgate lift moves loads off and on 
pickup trucks. The lifts can move across flat surfaces as well 
as rough terrain. And finally, several models can stack and/
or vertically lift.

 
WHY USE POWERMATE
PowerMate lifts improve operator safety. PowerMate 
requires 87% less effort for the operator than a traditional 
hand truck. This reduces fatigue and the risk of injuries. 
The PowerMate also reduces labor requirements by 50%. 

Instead of using two or four teammates for the job, only one 
or two teammates are required. PowerMate also provides 
the potential to complete 20 to 40% more jobs per day. 
Saving time and labor improves your professional image 
and grows your profits, not to mention saving money spent 
on costly injuries, property damage, and potentially even 
lowering insurance costs.

Find out more, visit  
www.powermate.info.

PowerMate
SAFETY LIFTING TECHNOLOGY
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P ressure Systems International 
(P.S.I.®) is a global leader in 
onboard tire management systems 

including automatic tire inflation 
systems (ATIS), tire pressure monitoring 
systems (TireView® TPMS), and the 
TireView LIVE™ data analytics portal 
that delivers real-time tire health.

According to a Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration (FMCSA) study, the 
use of tire pressure systems can improve 
fuel economy by approximately 1.4%. 
TireView TPMS and P.S.I.’s automatic tire 
inflation system (ATIS) together offer a 
complete tire management solution for 
commercial fleets.

P.S.I. TIREVIEW TPMS
TireView TPMS monitors any 
commercial vehicle tire pressure and 

temperature. Independent third-
party testing demonstrated the data 
reliability that TireView delivers 
relative to competitors and ensures 
that the data gets where it needs to 
be. The reliability is underscored with 
over 1.8 million sensors in the market. 
With numerous sensor configurations, 
fleets can easily customize TireView 
to their specific needs with the added 
ability to mix and match on the same 
vehicle. The optional Flow-Thru kits 
provide added convenience when 
mounting cap sensors to dual tire 
configurations, such as the drive axles, 
and eliminates the need to remove 
the sensors when adding air.

TireView LIVE telematics is a fleet-
wide solution for tire management. 
Fleets recognize the need to be 

proactive in tire management. Critical 
to achieving that goal is the ability 
to send the tire data via telematics 
back to the operations team. TireView 
LIVE is a focused data analytics portal. 
Through the analytics of stored 
data, which combines pressure, 
temperature, location, and other data, 
the platform provides the ability to 
see a fleet's tires at a glance for a 
more complete understanding.

P.S.I. designs all its solutions 
to be easily retrofittable to 
existing equipment. And with 
an ROI of typically less than one 
year, retrofitting P.S.I. products is 
very common.

Find out more, visit  
www.psitireinflation.com.

Pressure Systems International
TIREVIEW TPMS & TIREVIEW LIVE
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Designed for use with hydraulic tools and accessories, 
Coxreels’ TDMP Series features:

• Dual hydraulic spring rewind reels with one-sided access 
for both the spring and the swivel 

• Supply and return lines in the same side of the reel  
into an external fluid path via hydraulic swivel that also 
houses a spring cartridge motor 

• A unique design that allows service of the main  
components without removal of the reel 

• Improved space use: Reel can be installed with the back 
side of the drum against a wall without concern for 
incoming hose lines 

• A capacity of up to 50 ft with triple axle support, dual arm 
guides, and stainless steel hose guide rollers

• Heavy gauge steel construction, durable polyester  
powder coat, rolled and ribbed discs, an industry leading 
two-year warranty, and manufactured in the USA.

www.coxreels.com

Vehicle Security Innovators, Inc. located in Green Bay, 
Wisconsin, is aimed at protecting freight and cargo for the 
transportation industry. The company is comprised of the 
following three distinct business units:

VSI Security Solutions (www.vsilocks.com). VSI Security 
Solutions designs, produces, and sells automotive-grade locksets 
and keys for OEM applications. Its products are made in the USA.

Pop & Lock (www.popandlock.net). Pop and Lock is a world 
leader in aftermarket security products, providing mechanical 
and electronic locking solutions for tailgates, truck caps, and 
tonneau covers.

Freight Defense (www.freightdefense.com). Freight Defense 
designs and assembles aftermarket locksets, keys, and security 
solutions, focusing on protection of light, medium, and heavy-
duty fleets. The brand ensures quality control and the ability to 
offer security hardware solutions tailored to specific needs.

www.vehiclesecurityinnovators.com

Vehicle Security  
Innovators, Inc.
THREE BRANDS WITH MORE THAN  
70 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY

Coxreels
TDMP SERIES


